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Crowns photographer Michael Cunningham and author and journalist George Alexander possess
captured the marvelous trinity of dark women, locks, and beauty salons in the glorious Queens:
Portraits of Black Women and Their Fabulous Locks.Angela Garner says that “The beauty salon
may be the one best part we get to share as African American women. from “s therapeutic. to bad
hair days, in this stunningly designed book black women from the United States, Africa, and London
explore the fascination with hair and beauty which has long been a cherished component of African
American tradition.”such as a goddess, a queen. Tisch Sims says that putting on fantasy locks
makes her feel “From the afro to the ponytail to dreadlocks to braids to relaxed hair to fantasy hair;
It’good hair””s Time, and birthdays. In fifty gorgeous photos accompanied by vivid, personal
narratives, Queens, by turns shifting and funny, may be the ultimate all-occasion gift book, ideal for
Christmas, Kwanzaa, Mother’
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Great photos, great stories Beautiful book with many wonderful stories. Five Stars Fabulous book.
Probably I’m even more of a hat person! (Oh, I been there too); like, I understand how you are
feeling; Again, men, you did a great job; Watching sisters with direct,perm,bald,organic,braided hair
talk about their hair experiences made me experience a link with them; Another masterpiece We
have bought each one of these books, and they do not disappoint; I actually glanced through the
initial 10 pages! It did not meet expectations! If you love reality “do’s,” you must buy this publication!
The sister with the mohawk, the sisters from Ghana; Thanks. the ones with the fancy hairstyles as
well as those regular every day sisters just trying to truly have a say; Five Stars great Great book!
wonderful pictures and subjects Great book ! I glanced through the 1st 10 pages! Who Has Good
Hair As an African American teacher I purchased this reserve for a writing class to provoke the
conversation around the subject of good hair. It was a great source for my middle college students I
possibly could identify great reference When the author brought up this book in his speech, I
possibly could identify great reference Five Stars Gorgeous Reserve! It’s not, in my opinion, quite as
wonderful as “Crowns” by the same photographer. It do . Rather it really is a historical narrative This
is listed as a coffee table type book, when it fact it has hardly any pictures and the styles in the
photos in it are rather ordinary, unlike the cover photo. I had problems with the return also and
elected to provide it to Great Will rather than pay to ship it back for more than the actual cost of
that as I had paid for delivery to me as well. I understood the sister who got to use a wig to cover
her locks; This is not a coffee table book... wonderful pictures and topics. I understood the sorority
sister who couldn't find the precise perm she necessary for her locks and how she went to various
lengths to get it; I returned it but have not received a refund from fleamarket books to date love the
author I just wanted to own this publication, love the author.
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